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About This Game

Numantia is a Turn-Based Strategy game that takes place in the ancient conflict between Rome and the city of Numantia, in a
war that lasted for more than two decades.

The choice is yours: Play as a Numantian warrior against the Roman legions or expand the power of Rome throughout the
Iberian Peninsula. Relive history fighting in epic battles alongside real historical figures, conmemorating the 2150th anniversary

of the Siege of Numantia.
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Title: Numantia
Genre: Strategy
Developer:
Recotechnology S.L.
Publisher:
Recotechnology S.L.
Release Date: 24 Oct, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1, Windows 10

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo @ 2 GHz or equivalent

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GT600 Series or equivalent

Storage: 5 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German
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Too much insanity, not enough rising.. I want a sequel! :D. 10\/10, would play victim of changes by judas priest again.... What if
Dali and Enya got together to make a video game?. I cant really say this game is good due to the very bad server problems that
some people are having and the balance issues like the spider mech and rocket car which btw do way to much damage to the
point of being OP just in its current state can suggest anyone to buy this game i would give it a few months to see what happens
and what changes are made and what is added.. I have waited for this for a year and a half, and now my patience has finally paid
off. I'm extremely glad to say that my expectations have been completely blown away. Not even 5 hours into the main route, and
I am absolutely captivated by the story. I actually ended up loving this series more than I originally expected. I have absolutely
no complaints about this visual novel in the slightest, and I am truly, genuinely happy right now.
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A really cute story and a personal fantasy in one. :3 Could do with a bit more content instead of skipping scenarios though.. I
was very much into it until I encountered a game-breaking bug. If you play this, make sure to save the game before each puzzle
in case they break on you. As far as I know there's no skip option on the puzzles, so if they break, you get stuck.. I was
expecting something more like Katamari. I finished the game in roughly 2 hours, and an hour of that was dialogue. Another
wasted premise.. Early access on this game is going to be a gamble for anyone. There doesn't appear that there is much going on
with communication here from the dev to the forums. I'm speculating that this isn't going anywhere further at this point. I could
be wrong. It's been a while since the company has posted in the forums and has pushed new content. If you don't want to
potentially lose your money, walk away. As is, it is buggy and AI is either too good or in a down right vegetative state. Levels
don't have any gritty realism and look to much like a game show set (shiny and bright EVERYTHING) than an actual building..
I was ok i guess... The camara is a little difficult to conrtrol in some tapes (I'm using M+KB), needs more levels, the story is We
Happy Few but with less gameplay.

6/10. Buy it while in promotion.. A fun rumble in the jungle :P
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